
  

Wks to 

go
Schedule Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

25-30' easy to 

steady 

25-30' easy to 

steady 
3 to 3.5miles

Intermediate:
Rest or easy 30-

35' 

35-40' easy to 

steady plus 4 x 

strides

35' easy to steady 5miles 

Intermediate 

plus:
40' easy 

Fartlek: 10' easy 

running to w/up 

then 16-

20minutes of 8-10 

x 1' moderate to 

fast alternating 

with 1' easy to 

moderate. 10' 

easy c/down

45' easy to 

moderate 

progressive run. 

Start very & 

gradually increase 

pace by approx 10-

15sec per mile 

every 10mins. 

(You should finish 

in control rather 

than pushing!

7 to 8miles

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

30-35' easy to 

steady 
30' easy to steady 4miles 

Intermediate:
Rest or easy 30-

35' 

35-40' easy to 

steady plus 4 x 

strides

35' easy to steady 6miles

Intermediate 

plus:
40' easy 

Intervals: 5' 4' 3' 2' 

1' with 90'' esy jog 

recovery. Start at 

approx 10km pace 

then get slightly 

faster each rep. 

10' easy w/up & 

mobility before. 

Easy 5-10' c/dwon 

after.

45-50' steady & 4-

5 x strides
8miles

Half marathon (12 week) schedules for those running 3 to 4  x per week                                                           

(option to add a 5th run for those following the intermediate plus schedule)

Intermediate plus:

Aimed at those who are regularly running 4 times per week regularly or more (runners who run 5 times per week can also 

use this plan and simply add another easy run on one the current non-running days listed.  Ideally you should also be 

currently running regular between 40-60minutes and one run should at be at least 7-8miles.  You should have experience of 

interval & tempo (faster paced) running and ideally (but not essentially) be able to run your steady runs (e.g. conversational 

running pace) between 9minute to 8minutes per mile. 

Beginners:

Aimed at those who are already running regularly 2 to 3 times per week and those runs should be at least 25 to 30minutes 

with one run per week of at least 3 to 4miles. Generally this schedule is aimed at those who are running a half marathon for 

the first time and likely running in the region of 10min 30sec per mile or more per mile on what would be conversational run 

(see blue training zone at the foot of this schedule). If you have previous experience of a half marathon but still consider 

yourself a beginner (perhaps those running outside 10min30sec per mile) you can use this beginners plan but perhaps include 

the interval or tempo options as listed.

Intermediate:

Aimed at those already running at least 3 to 4 times per week or approx. 30 to 45' & with at least one of those runs being 

5miles. Ideally you should be comfortable running in the region of 9 to 10minutes per miles on your aerobic/steady (i.e. 

conversational runs) if not you should have recent half marathon experience. Ideally you would have experience of either 

interval training &/or tempo (faster paced) running &/or have some 5km or 10km race experience. 

Additional info:
Before starting one of our training schedule below we recommend you look over the basic guidelines to the different training 

zones at the foot of these plans. It contains descriptions and is colour coded.

Important Info:

Please note no one training plan will suit everybody, and it can be a risky strategy to work part of a training plan within your 

own schedule without understanding the purpose & your own strengths and weaknesses. Your schedule should be balanced  

to best suit your individual requirements but also reduce the risk of injury.  By following our schedules you do so entirely at 

your own risk. 
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Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

30-35' easy to 

steady 
30' easy to steady 5miles

Intermediate:
Rest or easy 30-

35' 

Fartlek: 5-8' easy 

running to w/up 

then 14-

16minutes of 7-8 x 

1' moderate to 

fast alternating 

with 1' easy to 

moderate. 5-8' 

easy c/down

35' easy to steady 6 - 7miles

Intermediate 

plus:
40' easy 

Fartlek: 10' easy 

running to w/up 

then 20-

24minutes of 10-

12 x 1' moderate 

to fast alternating 

with 1' easy to 

moderate. 10' 

easy c/down

5miles with the 

middle 3miles 

brisk. Mile 1 as 

w/up and mile 5 

as cool down 

middle 4miles 

approx. half 

marathon to 

10km pace. 

9miles 

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

35' easy to steady 

& 4 x strides
30' easy to steady 6miles

Intermediate:
Rest or easy 30-

35' 

5miles Progressive 

run. First mile 

easy and progress 

each each mile.

35' easy to steady 8miles

Intermediate 

plus:
40' easy 

Intervals: 4 x 5' 

efforts with 

90secs easy jog 

recovery. Perform 

10' easy w/up, 

mobility before & 

5-10' easy c/down 

after.

35-40' easy & 5-6 

x strides
10miles 

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train
4miles easy

Intermediate:

25-30' easy-

steady or XT 

cardio

5-6miles easy

Intermediate 

plus:
35' easy-steady

35-40' easy to 

steady plus 5-6 x 

strides

6-7miles easy

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

Either Intervals 8 x 

1' effort off 45secs 

recovery with 5-

10' w/ up & 

c/down or 30' 

easy + 3-4 x 

strides
Rest day

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

8
Foam roll & 

cond.

7

10

9

Rest day 

Rest day 
Foam roll & 

cond.

Rest day 

Foam roll & 

cond.

easy 30' & 3-4 x 

strides 

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

Park 5km (6.15pm 

start in Saumarez 

Park) registration 

from 5.30pm.           

………………..… 

Enusure a good 

warm up  of at 

least 5 -10mins 

easy running & 

mobiliy exercises 

plus 3-4 x strides 

7mile Liberation 

Day run (11am 

start - Rousse 

Tower Finish - 

North Beach, 

registration from 

10.15am) 

……………………… 

Don’t forget the 

w/up! 
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Intermediate:

25-30' easy-

steady or XT 

cardio

Intermediate 

plus:
35' easy-steady

Optional rest or 

light 30' x train to 

aid recovery

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

either 35' easy-

steady + 4-5 x 

strides 

30' easy-steady or 

XT cardio + FR&C 
8miles

Intermediate:
30' easy-steady or 

XT cardio

45' steady + 6 x 

strides

5miles: 1mile easy 

to w/up , middle 

3miles tempo 

pace, 1mile easy 

9miles 

Intermediate 

plus:

40-45' easy - 

steady

3-4 x 6' with 2' 

easy jog. 10' easy 

w/up & mobility 

drills before & 10' 

easy c/down after.

35-40' easy & 5-6 

x strides
11miles 

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

fartlek of: 5-8' 

easy jog w/up 

then 5 x 2' 

moderate with 

1min easy jog 

recovery, 5-8' easy 

jog c/down

30' easy-steady or 

XT cardio + FR&C 
5miles easy

Intermediate: 6-7miles easy 

Intermediate 

plus:
12miles steady 

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

Either 4mile 

progressive run: 

mile 1 easy then 

increase pace of 

each mile slightly 

by 10-15secs per 

mile each time or 

an 35' steady 

30' easy 9miles 

Intermediate:
30' easy-steady or 

XT cardio

40' steady + 4-5 x 

strides
10miles 

Intermediate 

plus:

40-45' easy - 

steady

7miles 

progressive: 

2miles easy, 

5miles 

progressively fast 

(by approx 10secs 

per mile each 

mile) 

12miles 

Rest day

Rest day 

6
Foam roll & 

cond.

1
1

th
  -     1

7
th

 M
ay

7
Foam roll & 

cond.

6miles with the 

middle 4miles as a 

tempo 

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.

Rest day 

7mile Liberation 

Day run (11am 

start - Rousse 

Tower Finish - 

North Beach, 

registration from 

10.15am) 

……………………… 

Don’t forget the 

w/up! 

Light intervals: 10' 

easy w/up, 

mobility & 2 x 3' 2' 

1' efforts with 1' 

rest btwn efforts 

& 3' btwn sets. 

Run these efforts 

a little faster than 

5km pace (but 

don’t push, keep 

controlled), 10' 

easy c/down. 
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30-40' easy

4
Foam roll & 

cond.

5 Rest day 
Foam roll & 

cond.

Intervals: 10' 

w/up, mobility & 

strides - 4 x 2' 4 x 

1' 4 x 30'' w/ 

45secs recovery 

through out 

Fartlek: 10' easy 

w/up, mobility 8 x 

2' efforts 

moderate to fast 

off 1' easy to 

moderate jog. 10' 

easy jog.



Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

35' steady + 4-5 x 

strides or fartlek 

of 5-8' easy jog 

w/up then 10 x 1' 

moderate with 

1min easy jog 

recovery, 5-8' easy 

jog c/down

30' easy to steady 10miles 

Intermediate:
Rest or 25-30' 

easy 
7miles easy 

Intermediate 

plus:
35-40' easy 8-10miles easy 

Beginners:
Rest or light 

cardio X-train

35' steady + 4-5 x 

strides 

Intermediate:
Rest or 25-30' 

easy 

Light Fartlek: 10' 

easy w/up then 10 

x 1' moderate 

(approx. 5km 

pace) with 1min 

easy jog recovery, 

5-8' easy jog 

c/down

Intermediate 

plus:
35-40' easy 

3 x 8' with 3' easy 

jog recovery. 

Efforts should be 

faster than 10km 

pace but likely not 

quite as fast as 

5km pace. Usual 

w/up and c/down 

routine.

7miles w/ middle 

2 x 2miles slightly 

faster than half 

mara pace w/ 

1mile easy 

between

60' easy 

Beginners:
rest day / foam 

roll only

Intermediate:

Intermediate 

plus:

Foam roll & 

cond.

Details… 

This is also 'speed work' relative to what you are training for but the recovey is more important so the 

speed can be faster. Paces associated with 5km race pace and faster.

This a swedish turn for speed play & basically involves a combination of faster and easy running of 

short distances or for time to build both speed and endurance.

Longer efforts which should feel fairly hard in terms of effort. Will be closely related to around 10km 

race pace for many but possibly a little faster for some. 
A sustained even paced run which is faster than comfortable (i.e. your steady pace aerobic pace - see 

below) but not as hard as the longer intervals/threshold effort!  As rough guide this will be halfway 

between 5km pace & your conversational running speed! Close to half marathon for experienced 

runners, although some will be able to run a little fast than this.

20-30' easy 

Half marathon 

40-50' easy 

Foam roll & 

cond.

rest day / 

roam roll only

6miles w/ middle 

4miles at your 

estimated half 

marathon pace 

Foam roll & 

cond.

Foam roll & 

cond.
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long intervals 

/threshold

Fartlek 

Park 5km (6.15pm 

start in Saumarez 

Park) registration 

from 5.30pm.     

Rest day 

Training zone/intensity & explanations..

Light session: 5-

10' easy w/up, 

mobility then 6-8 x 

1' moderate 

efforts (not hard 

though) keep pace 

fairly relaxed as 

close to race. 

1min walk 

recovery, 5-10' 

easy c/down 

rest day / 

roam roll only, 

keep session 

fairly relaxed 

re pace as 

close to race! 

25-30' very easy 

jog followed by 4 

x 80metre 

acceleration runs 

w/ WBR 

Rest day 

Rest day 2

3

30-35' easy  & 4-5 

x relaxed strides 

Type of 

training 

Intervals 

Tempo run



Some endurance benefits (particularly in less experienced runners) but good for aiding recovery by 

increase blood flow around the body without causing excessive fatigue.

Short fast runs of approx 50-100metres, good for developing leg turnover/speed and also can be used 

to improved running technique by focusing on a fuller running form/improved motion.

Exercises/drills to improve range of motion, prepare the body for more vigorous exercises & in some 

instances develop technique & reduce injury risk.

Exercises to improve the body general function, reduce injury risk, increase & improve overall 

conditioning so to improve both performance but importantly ensure a strong and robust body 

A sustained even paced run which is faster than comfortable (i.e. your steady pace aerobic pace - see 

below) but not as hard as the longer intervals/threshold effort!  As rough guide this will be halfway 

between 5km pace & your conversational running speed! Close to half marathon for experienced 

runners, although some will be able to run a little fast than this.

A run which starts easy (allowing you to warm up) but gets faster until you are running at strong 

aerobic pace usefully still below your threshold.

A similar effort/pace to that of the shorter aerobic runs which allows beginners & less experienced 

runners to build better general endurance.

Shorter runs to help maintain and develop low conditioning and general aerobic endurance. At this 

pace you should be able to hold conversation. 

Strides 

mobility

conditioning 

Tempo run

progressive 

run

Long run 

Aerobic 

(steady)

easy running 




